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poetry

Three Poems
Alyssa Keil

1.
me,
i’m the lipstick and synth in a jordan marsh commercial
sleek black double breasted, searching for a lint roller
i turned collegiate triple deckers into
gangbang crackdown city streets [circa 1993)
but my fear wore off; my wonder undulled
I’m HERBS FOR DYES in the queens botanical garden
a four year olds poking me.
all other worlds have forgotten me
on display for this and this and this only simplicity
(in the midst of the motherfuckin city)
like a hug, a modernist hug
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2.
I have grown to expect fireworks
and to half see out of windows
the subway smell of sandwiches
sick bread on the megabus
and the arguments of
the people eating it
the greyed hexagonal pattern
on the megabus, in a parking lot
in state college pennsylvania
the faint outlines of mascots
for supermarkets, bus companies, and higher ed
everything you thought was low culture
possibly dead
honeybees are going extinct
the hexagons are circles now
in the music and muses
of these passengers you could find
the fresh sounds of bell biv devoe and merzbow
blending into one.
after so much staring through patterned decals
on the windows of busses to everywhere
we'd find ourselves maybe
eating churros in truro
massachusetts, the state
arbitrarily; perforated; linguistically speaking
no lights, no gunpowder explosion
(no dreamfilled guise
no idealistic footnote)
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3.
I am
BIC
The pen,
Pentameter.
Lonely-floating
Boxes of
identical
Plastic sticks
Tucked in
The dusty
aisles,
the middle
Of Staples.
The ones
not torn open
By a young
hooligan or
Maybe a baby.
Survivors
In the dreary electricity
Of indoor lighting
In daytime.
Livid within
The rhythmic din
Of “errands” in plazas
On Route 1.
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Nine times out of ten
Its never clear if it is
Staples or an Office Max
On the inside, to mankind.
I am
Bic.
I know
Pentameter.

Alyssa Keil is originally from Rhode Island, went to a tiny liberal arts college in Massachusetts called
Wheaton, and devoted some time wandering Scandinavia and the streets of Boston. She currently lives in
Brooklyn, and sometimes Pittsburgh. She's probably held at least 30 different jobs in her life, which range
from community organizer to selling packets of flower and vegetable seeds over the phone. She is also
working on a Master's degree in Media Studies at CUNY, and is 99.5% sure she knows more about Czech
television history than you.
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poetry

Two Poems
Laura Hanna

Closer
Photos they
don’t rewind
or move forward
like my memory
or your death.
I found at a photo
of you today
beyond the mountains
and saints and apartments.
I found you there,
in the crinkled black and white,
same as ever.

They Call It My Job
She and I sit in the family room, 11:00 am.
We’ve been playing the Hungry Hippo game
(produced by Milton Bradley)
since she woke at 7.
The hippos are so rude and noisy,
growling and grumbling each
time she presses the button
that ejects the dice.
Her Aunt was sleeping in the other room
but the noise even woke her,
pleasant dreams clanked by hungry hippos.
Laura Hanna enjoys writing, particularly poetry. Her poems have appeared in the Odradek and The
Auburn Circle. She has also served as the poetry editor for the Odradek.
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poetry

Dawn
Shannon Curley

Dawn
it is in the morning moments that i miss you most.
when i roll over to find that you are not there,
when i stretch, and my arms do not come to a stop
at your smooth and untarnished back.
it is when i find myself reaching out:
only to lose my fingers in twisted blankets
and cold-sided pillows,
that i wish for you – that i comprehend most
how long it has been
since we have shared this morning light together.
it is when i slip out from under the covers –
cold feet – no need to leave a note,
(a simple reminder that i am still here),
that i most vividly remember that you are not.
when alarms send echoes through empty rooms,
and the breeze from the window reaches me before you,
i am reminded most incredibly of how chilled my mornings have become;
how weightless this bed becomes without someone to whom i can speak my
dreams.

Shannon Curley is a senior at High Point University in North Carolina. She is majoring in English
Literature and minoring in Women's and Gender Studies and Creative Writing. She will be attending
graduate school with a focus in Southern American Literature in Fall 2015.
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poetry

Colin James
Two Poems

The Purple Emperor
I have been hanging around
these ballerinas for too long,
shaving their legs and
plucking their veritables.
Effective evidently,
No sign of Venus in this guy.

The Incongruent
Laying by the lake seemingly tranquil,
a deposition of uncompromisable litter
provided the contour that was missing.
An old couch was visible in the clear spring water.
It looked like the most comfortable spot.
Nearby, a car or truck chassis, I should know.
Emphasized, the unhealthy advice of some swimmers.
They cavorted noisily, stared at their women.
I waved. They waved back.

...Colin James has a chapbook, DREAMS OF THE REALLY ANNOYING, available from
writingknightspress@gmail.com
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poetry

Two Poems
Brian Sheffield

The poetry of another man has spoken to me.
The voice of another woman has caressed my absent hair.
The song of another young diplomat in the middle of a crowded room on
CSPAN has
further confused my view on politics.
There is something missing in these walls.
There is something missing in the vocal chords of our history.
I used to think Allen Ginsburg spoke to me in those moments of lonely silences
where my empty hands rub on the counters of dirty offices
and my eyelids flash strange images into
the orifice of another hungry
and thickening
skull.
But after William Blake ignored my phone calls
And after William Wordsworth chopped down my tree
And after William Shakespeare drank my coffee
And after William Carlos Williams stole my peach
And after e.e. cummings cut through my course language
And after Langston Hughes watched me dance through the railroad
And after T.S. Eliot screamed at me in the thunder storm
And after Walt Whitman swam with me in the river and drank my load
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I decided to turn my head and look forward
For the poets of the past have burned their manuscripts
And our schools have opened a new discourse
Like the long whispers of an aging prostitute into her lovers ears
As every breath howls from her pursed lips, like the movement of stale air in an
empty basement still hungry for dust and the old bones of a lost memory
If only Yeats could be here again and show us what
rough beast refuses his walk back into
Bethlehem for even now, the
children of Babylon are
thirsty and await a
lunch wrapped in
the old words
of poetry.
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Monterey, Tonight
Monterey, tonight is an endless dream;
It is a mild frost pregnant with rainless clouds and naked trees that molt their
autumn sleeves still drenched with the stench of an aging spring breeze and
clothe the spoiled earth that knows no winter snow but shivers at the long
howl of a bay wind playing an atonal waltz that wakes the white caps
whose dance silences the symphony of whales calls who listen under the
ceiling of their water walls for the song that woke the sleeping sea so they
might learn that ancient melody
Monterey, tonight
sits beneath the low hanging summer sun that refuses to leave like a tipsy
friend lonely for conversation; plants sigh as they wait for the darkness of
sleep, that they might be ready for a hungover rise, ripe with cheeks still red
from last night’s wine.
Monterey, tonight
is bad novels and paintings of mountains and trees and boring seas and
streets of shops and also black and white photography galleries of naked
women sitting on elephants; it is all cars and shoes on red-brick pavement
and no good company without nonsense and noise; without fast food and
bad gas; without rides to Marina and mad conversations on the way back;
without empty minds full of marijuana; without cigarettes and hard liquor.
Monterey, tonight
is an anger without passion or an outlet; it is bored cops who arrest homeless
men without charge and sit them in empty cells with only a hole in the floor
for waste and the stale smell of water and naked brick; it is corrupt politics
and lifeless wealth who sit in gardens behind high walls; it is old men who
beg for marriage but are turned down for younger men of the night who are
full of bad poetry and bitter barrels of brown beer that smells rancid, like
rotting wood behind cellar doors; it is religious thought in long, clean
Buicks that cannot make sense of homosexuality and social progress and
instead drops aging hands into heavy pockets to donate ink-filled check
books for God and Jesus Christ who promise eternal torture to young
heathens of rock and roll.
Monterey, tonight
is an aging prostitute on welfare with four illegitimate children, bathroom
mirrors hiding penicillin and anti-depressants, and two notebooks full of
unpublished language that she promises to each paying customer will
become a book one day, making her rich enough to move to L.A. so that
she can write her screenplay about an aging prostitute on welfare with four
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illegitimate children, bathroom mirrors hiding penicillin and antidepressants, and two notebooks full of unpublished language who does
eventually become a famous writer.
Monterey, tonight
is a dead building covered in wires and the dusted outline of the last gift
shop and fortune teller that inhabited the place before the previous gift shop
and fortune teller, now bought to become just one more coffee shop that
will claim subversity before kicking out every homeless customer.
Monterey, tonight
is a late night empty evening where conversation dies like the dignity of one
more woman as she opens herself for a man that can offer her nothing in
return but bad breath and a bad conscience.
Sad Monterey,
You crawl through empty forests, starving and lost and horny for love in those
final moments when the mind spits memories into soggy eyes, projecting
scenes of sports and sex on the white walls of the skull as light bounces
from the floor into space, dreaming of souls that might escape, standing
erect to a dull, snarling moon that sends its radioactive vision into cancer
patients, pumped with poison to kill and review in family living rooms as
toddlers choke on Lego pieces and fall to the floor, blue like the water
reflecting a brilliant, cloudless sky that feels nothing.

Brian Sheffield is a young poet and student from Pacific Grove who has been writing poetry for
approximately two years. He is attending California State University, Monterey Bay to be a teacher and
ultimately hopes to offer a more radical pedagogy in the public school classroom. His poetry borrows from
the immediacy of the Beats, the urgency of many of the contemporaries, and the aggression of punk rock
while continually striving to search for his own voice and style with an understanding of the long lineage
that he follows. His work has been featured in the Monterey Poetry Review and The Lone Cypress.
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poetry

Two Poems
Annette Lapointe

Magpie in the Snow Trees
this first wet fall pulled the branches
down. their snap-back sends snow
and leaves airborne. they hit the pavement
like a killed bird.
in the park, the magpie kits
still struggle with flight. their bones
catch downdrafts. they hit trees
and tumble in a mass of adolescent
in-feathers into the lower branches,
catch a limb and swing
back to the vertical and launch.
it's still a world of leaves
and birds. the snow's a visitation. but
they don't migrate,
magpies. they'll hunt songbirds
through the winter, feast on glasskilled chickadees and sparrows
who can't see windows
and collide.
in this first fall magpies
shake themselves and launch towards
my window. stop and peer inside.
they can see me, where the sparrows
just saw sky.
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Flight
You crouch in the frost
and fieldstone gathering
all your sight
and wait. Barbed wire
curls down the sand wall
to the ice.
Cold you barely remember
grows like lichen
loving your stillness.
The terns flying north
through this saturation
are sheathed in light
so brilliant
that any single breath
will make them shatter.

Annette Lapointe was raised by hippies in rural Saskatchewan. She has lived in Saskatoon, Quebec City,
St John’s, Seoul, Jinju, and Winnipeg. She now lives and teaches in Grande Prairie, Alberta. Her first novel,
Stolen, was published in 2006, and her second, Whitetail Shooting Gallery, appeared in 2012.
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poetry

Dawn ~
Ashley Morford

Dawn ~
at dawnlight
raspy breath
speaks in whispers
of inevitable ends
unthinkable
and
unspoken
dawn
the sky melting soft subtle hues
throwing shadows
and you
your eyes dark
your body
throwing shadows
long lean
down the hallway
dawn
burrowed in blankets
in the morning light
and your ears
bent against the pillow
luscious locks of hair
soft in my hands
dawn
with so many adventures ahead
neither of us knowing yet
that we will be best friends
deeper than best friends
connections
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unbreakable
dawn
the impossibility of seeing the
ripples always travelling never ceasing
whispers carried on the wind and never dissipating
clouds rolling to all stretches of the world always moving
waves laughing up against one another thirsty for more
vulnerable
safe
together
the sentiment wrapped in the
footsteps against linoleum
the way we walk together
strides in sync
as if nothing else mattered more in the universe
and alternate universes
and alternate worlds and histories and stories
like too sweet syrup
soft and healing and always spreading
is what you have become to me
and what you will
always be
glinting by the firelight
but i cannot see this in the
shadows tossed at
dawn
at dawnlight
comes
raspy breath
cracking head against concrete
and
bubbling saliva
mixed with bile
turned to moonlight
Ashley Morford is a Master’s student in English at Simon Fraser University (Coast Salish Territory, British
Columbia, Canada). She holds a Canadian Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council scholarship
and the Simon Fraser Provost Prize of Distinction. Her particular interest is in exploring how British crime
fiction and North American indigenous crime fiction can work with and against one another to operate as a
decolonizing power.
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poetry

Five Poems
Timothy Collins

Dinosaur Arithmetic
sovereign poems
make an image
for everything
I’d like to say
dinosaur
one more time
St. Thomas
tried to will
the dawn with
arithmetic –
it almost worked
all this exhausting
care and it’s just
a trick of the light
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Technicolor
the struggle
of sowing
the seed
the steering
of the ship
metamorphoses
when I see
myself
reflected back
from the
skyline
all the way
back to mortality
in sad
technicolor
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Naked Homer
cool people living in the ruins
feudalism is where it’s at
I’ve ousted so many demons
when the cure eludes me
what a horrible coma
naked beggar Homer
bailing out in the streets
yesterday lava burned my eyes
I guess that’s what I get
for living in a forbidden realm
(sensory deprivation
makes a black hole –
you can time travel
you must time travel)
the art of listening
to every burp and
whisper of conscience
especially when it’s
definitively irrational
what else were
you going to do
in this world
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Ghost Symmetry
the lean hours
when grief
is assuaged
the grounds the
ghost didn’t stomp
my heart is
wandering somewhere
and somehow
thunderbolts of shame
if Death were
an equation of
golden symmetry
it’d look pretty
silly
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Plutonian Winds
sit around
and wait for
a ridiculous
fate –
the devil tries
out a new
scourge
what a miracle
to watch the
wind lift the
death fog
there’s a strange
expression watching
the partisans quarrel
these are experimental
Plutonian winds
at Absolute Zero
crystal teeth shining
in the black lagoon
& Mexican Gibberish
steal some pictures
from the Eyes of
the Sun choking on
your ever so charmed
Existence
Timothy Collins is currently finishing his MA in English Literature at Buffalo State College. He has had
poetry published in several literary magazines, has published two refereed articles, and has presented a
number of papers. Collins currently serves as US Editor of the upstart, UK-based literary magazine, The New
Union and is a frequent contributor to the online music collective EQLZR.net.
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poetry

Three Poems
Jim Trainer

Celeste
didn't want it to pass me by
the cracked hull of April
its calm winds
its pleasant blossoms
although I did my time
stowed away in all the places
there was no more hiding
it had finally unravelled
and it was revealed
your night wasn't cruel
the way you rebounded with laughter
through the wasted canyons
of your new frontier
there was lots to take
&you took it all
the mercury cut the lead
and the lead left
a heavy blue alloy in the veins.
was punctured
&sunken inyour undergarments
hung&billowing
in ghostly-love
the perverted loneliness
of the ventriloquist
and the mutiny of Spring
new seasons of
long, hot, pale days
stretching out to the tender reaches
of new year markers,
weather this
and the next Fall
23
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won't be your Fall
or our Fall
anymore
and next Winter
with the house fully
batted down
and shutters finally drawn
in thick old wood
an impassive membrane
between me and the dead.

The Bane of It, Still
even after that frozen train ride
into North Wales with a skinny woman
was the bane of it, still
we got off
in rafts of steam
and trawled wet
suburban streets
dark
with American promise
walking beneath lonely Christmas lights
with her tiny hand in mine
was the bane of it, still
and a couple thousand miles away
laid over in Houston
on Christmas Day
with a buxom woman I met
in Baggage Claim
high up in the Hyatt North
sexually annihilated but
glaring down the ashy reaches
of Aldine
was the bane of it, still
I went down through the lobby
past the cowboy oilmen
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stranded, like me
and hem&hawing on their cell phones to their
trashy blonde wives
and I went out onto Imperial Plaza
with the crow in the oak
yelling at nothing
and for nothing
I put my hands in my pockets
and it sunk a little lower in me
the bane of it, still
grief in the marrow
my heart the biggest traitor
I'd been across half the country
in 7 days
but I was still locked in the arms
of foolish loss.

My Pain Has Tossed Out the Alabaster Rooms
after the cold yellow fist of November
had finally let go of summer
and the blue mouth of December
had snapped up any
dead petals left
my radio silence
had cleared the airwaves
and I got a loose fix on the
one channel
was it grace
some higher power?
was it strength
that helped me trawl the
seas of red linen
on our once-lovers' bed?
no
it was nothing but separation
sixty plus days of a hateful
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season
raging out and calling down
from the high altars of false knowledge
it was this once young blood
paling white
and this
prickly cleaving that
shut me out from the good road
and battered the will with
unanswerable questions
and hung the hands heavy
as useless anchors
guru what good was dogma
and the dead language
that they used?
what for this mourning
and all the good
being faithless had accrued?
a yellow lark lit down today
a curious, out-of-nowhere
friend
he leaped up to the high bough
and I resigned
I began to let go.

Farewell to Armor, Jim Trainer's debut full-length collection of poetry, is out now through WragsInk
Press. Trainer is the founder of Yellow Lark Press. He currently lives in Austin, Texas where he serves as
contributor, curator and editor of Going For The Throat, a semi-daily publication of cynicism, outrage,
correspondence and romance.
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photography

four images
Evan J.M. Smith

Morning Dew at Dawn
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Poplar
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Reach for the Sky
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Stormy Sydney

Evan J. M. Smith hails from Manuels, Newfoundland. He took the photographs featured in this issue
while visiting Grande Prairie.
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fiction

Finding Love in Bloomsdale
Robert McParland

George Blair pulled his checkered cab into the taxi port where the sign said “In
Go.” The side of George’s cab was reflected in the mirror there. “Bloom’s Taxi and
Intellectual Transport” appeared backwards in Times Roman type letters. He
pressed the cogitation button under the dashboard and, in one minute, it printed
the results from his meter and tabulated teaching outcomes. That day, George had
worked with about fifty students: future drivers, mechanics, and the car wash
crews.
The car wash crew that afternoon had absorbed the assigned lecture on
interiors. Their drive to know had been vacuumed free of objectionable lint and
suffocated into mediocrity. They had performed adequately, almost uniformly, in the
rote manner of most delta C’s. Their test scores were digitally documented for the
quarterly report. George pulled up alongside the ticket counter machine and
inserted his assessment card.
“George Blair. Car 171,” he said.
“Car 171. Kindly post quarterly results by filing date. Proper format”
The light on the machine flickered the words “Thank You.”
George was a reliable instructor of Taxonomy. His quantifiable data was pressed
through long tubes into the control room for retrieval. His afternoon history and
geography lesson for the future drivers had produced verifiable data. History — the
passion of humankind — had become ETS measured at Bloomsdale Cab College
(BCC). Mapquest had been aligned effectively in Bloomian terms with Bloomsdale’s
mission and goals. George Blair also tabulated tire tread and mileage. He knew that
the Ministry of Measurement reported to the Ministry of Solemn Rites and to the
Council of Dullards. It was they who determined the order of the sacrificial rite of
mental ossification. When performance by potential future drivers was assessed, the
department had to show the required measure of “improvement” in performance.
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So he always included tire tread and mileage data. It was one of the “best
practices.” Then George pulled his cab into dock 171 and stepped out. He smiled.
Behind a wall, hidden from Brother Bloom’s camera, on the senior administration
men’s room entry someone had crossed out the final “s” in assess.
Through the window he had a panoramic view of Bloomsdale Cab College.
George imagined Jenny Karma, the Testing Center intern, walking up the path
toward Assessmentism Hall. She always walked with that confident stride in her
step, her long hair tossing in the breeze. George Blair’s heart seemed to skip a beat
when he thought of Jenny Karma. Would Jenny arrive today by cab or by the tram?
It was a splendid day when they first had met. Jenny had gotten into his cab on
Bloominan Commons, before the loop on Pyramus Road.
“You’re a cab college instructor,” she said, looking at his cab license above the
rear view mirror.
“That’s right. I’m George Blair.”
“Well, I’m glad to hear you don’t call yourself #171. I’m Jenny. I’m Girl 26. But I
would never call myself that. I think it’s ridiculous.”
“You shouldn’t let Brother Bloom hear you talking that way.”
“Oh, but I’m analyzing and synthesizing. Those are higher learning functions.”
“You sound like an Assessmentizer.”
“I have to sound that way. I’m a Testing Center intern.”
“So, you expect to be a teacher some day. Are they teaching you assessment
grids?”
“Yes, and those silly data improvement score columns.”
“Silly?”
“Alignment is for cars, George Blair. Not for students.”
George had merely blinked. This charming girl was a radical — right down to
her etymological roots. He had not met one since he gave rides to Buddy Satva a
year ago. Buddy had been terminated. Some said that he had escaped the wrath of
the dolorous High Priestess of Assessmentism and had run off to live in an ashram.
“You sound like Buddy Satva,” George said.
“I used to go out with him,” said Jenny Karma.
She insisted that George drop her off at the end of Thisbe Road, by that famous
chink in the wall that was now covered over with an assessment chart. When she
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paid the fare, she had scribbled a big, happy face on the ride assessment tab. “You
should read Plato,” she had said. When she smiled at him, there was something
inexplicable in her eyes.
Jenny said that in Buddy Satva’s view education was twice removed from the
higher ideas. In Bloomsdale, Form had simply become forms, she said. George
was not quite sure what she meant by that. He certainly knew a lot about filling
out forms. Dean Ek, one of Bloomsdale’s finest functionaries, asked for submission
of forms two weeks before every deadline, so that he could make sure that all the
t’s were crossed and the i’s were properly dotted and that all syllabi were true to
Bloomtrue. For years, that had been the familiar pattern of George Blair’s life as an
instructor. Yes, for years George’s life had been one long look in the rear view
mirror. But that day he met Jenny Karma changed everything. Jenny Karma had
begun a revolution in his heart. And so, prompted by unbounded curiosity, he
sought her student assessment transcript in the Hall of Records. Straight A’s. Jenny’s
standardized test scores had truly surprised George Blair. Few students ever
achieved above the ninetieth percentile. More astounding: the lab results for Jenny
showed a fine balance of white and red blood cells, excellent circulation and levels
of oxygenation beyond last month. It was a sign of intelligence – or else she was
breathing more heavily. In either case, George knew he was in love. What was it in
those eyes that beamed back something immeasurable? Most remarkable of all,
Jenny had a love of learning. For years the administrators had dismissed any kind of
love. Yet, George knew that in her presence that all made little sense. Love had
once been real for Pyramus and Thisbe and now it was real for him. Jenny Karma
filled his dreams. He knew that now he felt a tingling sensation every time he was
near her. Each day he waited expectantly for her to arrive to her job as an intern in
the testing center. By now, he thought, she must have gotten nearly as far as the
cabbie lounge at the Improvement Center. And sure as a logarithm, she would
sneak into his office to see him. They would find a forbidden corner and steal a
kiss, while Brother Bloom was not watching.
George Blair kept his budding romance with Jenny Karma well-hidden. It was
necessary. After all, he was a decorated Bloomian Cab College instructor. A
romance would require extensive documentation: especially one with a postgraduate Testing Room intern. So, he filled in assessment grids. He kept precise
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records of outcomes. He disregarded the humanities and stuck to vocational
training for cab driving. His students learned the many paths that the taxis traveled
in their orbit through the known world of Bloomsdale. The geography from Pyramus
Road to Assessment Hall was mapped in a grid. The cabs drove from the glass and
concrete and aluminum office towers of Higher Results Commons to the seedy
docks on the waterfront, where workers despaired over dazzling assessment results
from China. They drove under the eerie glow of streetlamps past the square box
houses of ticky-tacky. Jenny Karma always seemed to arrive from another direction.
That was true of her thinking too.
George had long witnessed the process of higher education. He knew that Jenny
was a rarity: a thinking person. Typically, students went in one door (In Go).
Students came out the other door (Out Come). They became measured outcomes.
Thinking was assumed to be pyramidal, stacked like a 1950s American corporation.
One attained higher order skills – or marks — as one climbed. This privileged the
left brain functions that forgot to remember and “understand” the right brain
functions. But Jenny Karma… Jenny wasn’t like that. Most students were converted
into equations -- and into health workers, drivers, mechanics, and car wash
attendants. Jenny was not likely to be converted. She still read Plato.
Yes, George Blair’s mind was filled with images of Jenny Karma: a slender,
sprightly, wide-eyed, and determined girl. Her name was ever on his lips. Until
they’d met, he had been in that one dimensional lane, his gaze fixed on the rear
view mirror of life. But Jenny changed all of that. Yes, now here was a future. Jenny
Karma was one of the few people he had ever met who was unwilling to take
assessment for an answer.
It added to his life a thrilling note of anxiety. Bloomsdale had long ago been
shut down into one-dimensionality. “Correctness” was its reigning shibboleth. Jenny
Karma’s creativity defied the deified order. Jenny Karma had designed new teaching
methods. By her design, questions were open-ended and they were always as good
as answers. In a multiple choice world of A to E, Jenny had introduced the
possibilities of F and G. In her lexicon, signification took on new dimensions:
words could mean multiple things. Students were people, not receptacles for rote
memory of correct answers. Of course, Jenny kept her innovations private. The
Priestess of Signification continued to assert correctness and the dolorousness of
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Assessmentism. Isn’t this contradictory, George thought. The administrators prize
evaluation. “Argue, assess, judge” the terms say. But no one assessed or judged the
Bloomian taxonomy. Not ever. Assessmentism held the Bloomian edifice
sancrosanct.
The Bloom Cab Center (BCC) made that obvious. Bloomtrue in Newspeak was
beamed upon the walls: an enormous pyramidal structure of glittering vacuity.
Action words were positioned many meters in the air beside all of the slogans of
Assessmentism. The Palace of the Higher Edifice contained the roof of Bloominan
terminology, dwarfing sensibility and justifying life quantitatively.
A favorite
question was to identify the guillotine. Guillotine- A) A French general. B)
Mechanism for execution C) A small backyard grill D)A tiny Guillo E) All of the
above. Should thirty percent of all students tested fail to answer correctly their
teacher would be summarily executed.
As a Testing Center Intern, Jenny was able to shuffle results. Whenever she
carried assessment cards to the Informational Research Room, she paused for five
minutes to visit George. Unbeknownst to Brother Bloom, each time she arrived in
his office Jenny gave him a strikingly innovative lesson plan. Sometimes she
presented it before the hugs and kisses, sometimes after.
One long smooch in
particular was on George’s mind as he hurried toward his office along the white,
bland halls of Assessmentism.
The acolytes in the corridor stood with their hands extended, each of them
waiting for a pyramidal printout. And in the room beyond, in the eclipse of the dark
room, the taxidermist did his work. There, adding columns on his assessment
ledger, was Mr. Curt, rotund and robust beneath a dozen heads, along that Apian
Way that led to his mighty oaken desk. It was a principled lineup on his wall,
arranged in Cesar Lombrosian fashion: each head a phrenological masterpiece of
cranial classification. The small head was first. It merely could describe. Then, from
left to right, along a slight incline, the skulls grew in size and in dimension and
grotesqueness, until “analyze” and “synthesize” stood in their garish glory nearest
the bust of the High Priestess of Assessmentism. Next to that totem, beside a large
assessment chart, an intercom in the wall played the greatest hits of Yanni and
intoned “goo” and “gah” and other attempted pronunciations of the divine. From
that cold place, George slinked away, hurriedly passing the Assessment Acolytes, to
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get as far away as he could get from those leathery dessicated figures of
Assessmentism, mounted in crucifixion and pinned high on that wall. Their
objective was couched in a slogan beamed upon the high wall: “No Bloomian Left
Behind from the New Rapture of Assessmentism.”
George reached his office in due course. Jenny was late. Where was she, George
wondered. Surely, she had not been caught by a Bloomian. Jenny Karma was too
smart for that. They were always able to find a way to meet for their secret
rendezvous. He reasoned that she might have had to go directly to the Testing
Center, that place where teaching skill would inevitably be evaluated by student
performance on the tests. Of course, it was never easy to get to Jenny Karma in the
Learning Lab. George knew that it was a long way from Level Clockwork Orange to
Level Sub Lime. There were steel doors and entanglements in the Learning
Domains. Yet, sometimes he made the effort to meet her there. He paused at the
window, looking out toward the smokestacks, where the incense from assessment
card burning rites circled toward the sky. He decided to go look for her.
The testing room measured how students learned. Machines, reading
predesigned test answer sheets, decided which answers were correct. One could
not argue for an alternative response. Students spit back discrete bits, not
connections. Outcomes were necessary, for Bloomsdale must be able to compete
in the global marketplace. Therefore, ”In Go” and “Out Come” had high priority.
The important factors were size of endowment, test scores for freshmen, and
graduation rates according to the Bloomsdale Learning Assessment History (BLAH).
He could see the backs of twenty heads, lined up in symmetrical rows, applying
their twenty brains to multiple choice. They checked question and response boxes.
There was a twenty percent chance of success for each question. Better than Las
Vegas odds. Charlie the chimp had once scored reasonably well. The codes of
proficiency were spelled out for the entire staff. On the steel benches of the tool
room were benchmarks. The tracking of every student was essential and accrediting
groups imposed test requirements. Students were prodded like a herd of cattle to
perform. The corollary was how effectively teachers teach. Underperforming units
were sanctioned for poor performance.
At the end of Corridor C was Blood Sampling. Hemoglobym counts were
carefully registered. Oxygenation of the blood was measured. Changes in brain
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chemistry suggested changes in learning. Sodium levels, marked Na, were
tabulated by the overseers, the Nasees. Bloomdale had long since despaired of
Sanford Binet indexes. The average intelligence quotient had deteriorated to about
sixty. In this crisis of intelligence, to demonstrate success a computer model had
been adopted: input-output. Knowledge was a product. Assessmentism was quality
control. Some claimed that this created a superficial, narrowed curriculum, but
such a view was immediately suppressed as deviant. George recalled how they had
silenced Buddy Satva. He left Sub Lime and returned up the stairs. “Describe,”
“Understand,” “Analyze,” “Synthesize” appeared on the stairs as he went upward.
She was having quite an influence on him, Jenny Karma. By now George was
ignoring his lesson plans. He’d gone off the grid. That meant avoiding the security
cameras. His classroom overlooked the back of the building. Here, years after the
utterly pitiful decline of the printed book, he could show movies that he rented
from Netflix. Last week he had showed the abridged and censored versions of
Catch 22 and Taxi Driver. It was a daring move. The students really didn’t get most
of it. “So, who do you think is the villain?” he had asked them. The question was
met with shrugs. The students glanced down at their I-pads for the answer. By now
they expected the answer to be repeated on their ETS test. Having no idea how to
teach, the new instructors adopted lessons constructed around the test questions.
They wrote down the URL from which the argument had been sent by a
mechanical trigger. The students answered automatically. Recently, administrators
had proposed that wiring each student to the testing grid would make the process
slightly easier. “Come on, people. Who is the villain?” George said. “Put yourself in
the character’s shoes!” Melanie raised her hand. “Oh, but Mr. Blair. Are they a pair
of Hush Puppies or Florsheim?”
George stared down at his shoes. They had carried him all the way down to
Level C. He had descended all the way to “Understand.” But Jenny was nowhere to
be found. He wondered if he should risk a cell phone call to her.

***
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The tunnel fell unseen beneath the manicured landscape, underneath its
precisely measured hedges. The cabs swept around the circle- month after month,
year after year. Jenny Karma had traveled this way to Bloomian Community College
so often since she’d broken up with Buddy Satva she felt she could do this with her
eyes closed. She had begun to feel the Halls of Assessment were a part of herself: a
code ringing in her head as she watched the station lights flash by. At Terminal C
she slipped out of the noisy carriage and stood looking up at the assessment chart
on Tower Hill. There the image of Brother Bloom stared back over the murky waters
of the Thames.
This was Bloomsdale – a busy, anonymous world of technical training and
vocational education positioned next to historic Bloomsbury: home to thousands,
site of the university. Jenny Karma saw businessmen in suits, women clutching their
Louis Vuitton purses, their sweet cloying perfume mixing aromatic with the clouds
from cigarettes. They were people of the city, unaware of her state, citizens walking
the endless loop toward Charing Cross, or toward the sprawling ethnic denizens of
Indian and Arabic Muslim to the east. She lifted her grubby backpack and hurried
under the imposing silhouette of Big Ben. Brother Bloom stared at her openly, with
a familiarity that crept up her well-made stockings. His eyes were dark and deep
and his bland face was illuminated by that cunning smile of an assessor. Those
imperious assessmentizers were seeking the administrative elevators to hierarchy.
Jenny always took the stairs, consciously walking from level Clockwork Orange to
level Sub Lime.
Jenny sought to travel across levels, to pass through prisms of light. Yet, like
everyone else, she took the tram that escorted travelers across sectors A to B to C.
She sat calmly, holding an electronic pad in her hands. Under it, she hid a page
from a book on Plato. She read a passage on the Nous and the realm of knowledge.
It made some sense to her: a trace of memory that no one else remembered. She
sneaked it beneath the pages of The Standard as the tram lunged into darkness.
“Hi, Jenny. Are you going to the Testing Room?”
“Yes. I have to bring the score reports to Sub Lime first.”
Down she hurried, from Orange to Sub Lime and she turned the corner and
headed for George Blair’s room. A blaze of light met her in the hallway. She had to
elude two acolytes with clipboards. Of course, she knew that Brother Bloom was
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watching around most every corner. When someone was caught, the strobe lights
would begin to spin and beam down like the lights of Venus. Then the signal in the
intercom on the white wall buzzed. It began with a laugh track from Seinfeld.
Ten paces past the camera, she turned right and slid into George Blair’s room.
Then two strong arms were around her and she felt something mysterious, off the
charts. George Blair smiled like a thousand suns of inexplicable light and warmth
and she swooned. Together they became a tangle of arms, legs, feet. Slippers
dangled and fell. An unrestrained elbow was caught by the monitor. A kinesthetic
moment of dalliance had been observed. A bell sounded a low tone, curved and
clear. The wires were brought around them, deliberately, to enclose them. A
crescent lens of assessment swung down like the scythe of the moon. Their dance
of joy ended in a burst of canned laughter. Brother Bloom’s mouth opened and a
spray from it froze them in mid-air. The trajectory of their ankles was photographed.
They were analyzed, synthesized and measured. Had they “created?” The Assessors
were stunned into silence. For along with that something about them that had once
been called love, there was that something that had once been called enchantment.
Pinned to the wall like colorful butterflies frozen in ecstasy, they would be
quantified and documented. They would be aligned.

Robert McParland is the author of Mark Twain's Audience (2014), Charles Dickens's American Audience
(2010), and stories, songs, and plays.
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essay

Do You Hear the Insects Sing?
Japanese Cultural Identity & Hemingway’s “Hills Like White
Elephants”
Hiroki Sato

“Hills Like White Elephants” is a short story written by Ernest Hemingway. This
story depicts a couple taking at a station in Ebro, Spain, on a hot summer day, and
the combination of descriptions of a hot summer day and sadness of parting lead
readers to have unique nostalgia for summer. The nostalgia for summer may be a
common sense among people in a country with seasons, but the picture of summer
that they have in their mind is different from each other. This makes each person
have a picture of summer different from other people when they read this story, and
that will different from the real view of Ebro, Spain, because people create their
pictures being influenced by their memory and cultural background. Indeed, when
I read this story at the first time, I had a picture of a station in Japan in a hot
summer day. However, I noticed that this short story misses an important thing to
describe nostalgia of summer of Japan, and I unconsciously added it in my picture
of the summer day written in this story. That is the voice of cicada, especially the
voice of a large brown cicada called aburazemi, which symbolizes hot summer
days.
In Japanese literature, the depiction of the voice of the insects is an important
matter, and it can be found even in the oldest existing collection of Japanese poetry
called Manyoushuu, complied in 8th century. Enjoying listening the voice of
insects, and having various thoughts for it are one of essential part of Japanese
culture, so we conjure up the voice cicada when we have a picture of summer
even if there is no description of it, and develop nostalgia connected the image of
the voice of cicada. The reason why Japanese people have developed the culture to
enjoy listening the voice of insects is not known, but the uniqueness of Japanese
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that Japanese has many onomatopoeia may contribute to it. The use of many kinds
of onomatopoeia helps expression of the voice of insects and may make it possible
to distinguish the differences of the voices of different species of insects. For
example, we express the voice of cicada called ヒグラシ(蜩) higurashi with
onomatopoeia “かなかなかなかなかな kana-kana-kana-kana-kana”, which
represents evening, sunset or dusk in summer and is often used in the end of a story
about a day in the summer. Onomatopoeia “りんりん rii-n, rii-n” usually represents
the sound of bell and the voice a cricket called すずむし（鈴虫）suzumushi (“すず
（鈴）suzu” means bell, and its voice shows a night of the end of summer and the
beginning of autumn), and “ころころころころ koro-koro-koro-koro” is used to
express the voice of an other species of crickets called コオロギ（蟋蟀）koorogi,
which also represents a night of the end of summer and the beginning of autumn.
In addition, in Japanese traditional culture, sounds have very important roles. For
example, ししおどし（鹿威し）shishiodoshi found in Japanese garden and wind
chimes show how Japanese people use and enjoy fine sounds in our life. A poet
Bashou Matsuo wrote many poems related to the beauty of sounds. Such cultural
uniqueness of thought about sounds may be also related with the importance of
depictions of the voice of insects that leads readers to have certain feelings and
pictures in Japanese literature.
As I mentioned above, the pictures that each reader conjures up may be
different from others’ because each person has different memory and cultural
background. However, there must be some portions of their pictures of summer
days that people in a shared cultural group have in common, and they may
represent the uniqueness of their culture, or cultural identity. Having a picture of a
summer day with the voice of cicada that Japanese people conjure up for the word
‘summer’ is one of example of the representation of such cultural identity. The
search for the cultural identity will clear the similarity and difference among
cultures, and we may see the origin of our own cultures by making connections
among groups like making a phylogenetic tree based on such cultural identity. Also,
understanding of an author’s cultural identity is a vital matter for translation. When
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someone tries to translate Japanese literatures to other language, the understanding
of the cultural identity of Japanese people that puts special emphasis on treatments
of sounds surround us including the voice of insects, which can represent a certain
emotion, is a key for the complete translation.
Through reading “Hills Like White Elephants”, I found the cultural identity of
Japanese people and developed my interest in ethnology. The development of
cultural identity and literature can be associated with each other, and that
contributes the diversity of literature around the world. Discovery of own cultural
identity through reading stories written by people form other ethnic groups is one of
fun when I read foreign literatures, and that may be one of reason why I enjoy
analyzing English poetry.

Hiroki Sato is a Japanese student studying in Canada. He is interested in the different ways of thinking
among different cultural groups.
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essay

The Rape of Wessex:
Sexual Violence & Industrialization in Tess of the D’Urbervilles
Kara Witow

Thomas Hardy’s Tess of the D’Urbervilles is set in the fictional county of Wessex
at a time when the Industrial Revolution was beginning to encroach upon and
threaten the rural agrarian way of life. The period during the Industrial Revolution
was marked by momentous economic and social change. While the Industrial
Revolution increased the standard of living for many, those at the lowest levels of
society suffered a dramatic decrease in their standard of living. Mechanization of
agriculture eliminated many small-scale farms creating a mass migration of people
from rural to urban centres. In Tess of the D’Urbervilles, Hardy chronicles the
transformation of an ancient landscape into a barren wasteland. The rape of Tess by
Alec D’Urberville mirrors the devastation caused by the industrialization of the
English landscape. In addition, he shows that when man works against nature, both
are destroyed. Hardy achieves this by first drawing Tess as a “new-sprung child of
nature” (273), and then illustrating the effects of the changing landscape on her
physical and mental states. Moreover, Hardy ties the attempts of Alec and Angel to
master and alter Tess to her final ruin as well as their own, likening this to man’s
attempts to exert control over nature. The story of Tess serves as a timely warning for
current generations who continue to witness man’s exploitation of the natural
world.
Hardy illustrates the young Tess Durbeyfield as “a fresh and virginal daughter of
Nature” (142); indeed, she is the personification of Nature. He does this by aligning
Tess’s beauty, purity, and fertility with the rich earth of Talbothays and the
untouched and “primaeval” (40) forests of Blackmoor. Like the ancient forests, Tess
is an archetype of nature, but also of woman; Angel “seemed to discern in [Tess]
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something that was familiar, something which carried him back into a joyous and
unforeseeing past” (142). Hardy shows that Tess is not only “an integral part of the
scene” (101), but that she also “intensif[ies] natural processes around her till they
seemed a part of her own story” (101); in this sense, Tess appears to be called to
Talbothays by the “stir of germination [that] was almost audible in the buds; it
moved her, as it moved the wild animals, and made her passionate to go” (118). At
Talbothays, Tess “[feels] akin to the landscape” (122) and is in sync with the natural
rhythms of the dairy: “the seasons in [her] moods, morning and evening, night and
noon” (140). Hardy alludes to nature’s incompatibility with the modern world
through the railway which “stretched out its steam feeler to this point three or four
times a day, touched the native existences, and then quickly withdrew its feeler
again, as if what it touched had been uncongenial” (220). Talbothays provides
sanctuary for Tess and for nature, sheltering them from the effects of industry.
The “steam feeler” (220) of the train alludes to the idea that, like nature, Tess is
vulnerable to the exploits of men. Both Alec and Angel seek to master Tess and alter
her true form just as the masters of the Industrial Revolution seek to transform
nature for their own selfish purposes. Hardy directly aligns Alec with the forces of
industrialism through his family name of Stoke. Alec also refers to himself in
relation to Tess as a “servant of corruption” who becomes entangled in “the
pollutions of the world” (377). In contrast to descriptions of her vitality and fertility,
Alec is “dust and ashes” (97) to Tess. Further, Tess often views him in the light of a
“mechanically lit” (90) “red coal of a cigar” (75), coal being the fuel of industry.
Alec’s repeated attempts to master Tess are rebuffed; however, he finally succeeds
in her subjugation. Like the deepening gap between rich and poor that is the result
of industrialization, Tess’s rape by Alec opens an “immeasurable social chasm” (87)
leaving a “coarse path” (86) for her to follow. That path includes the birth of
“Sorrow the Undesired – that intrusive creature” (113). The sickly product of Tess’s
rape, Sorrow serves as Hardy’s warning that man’s domination over nature will
produce ill-begotten effects. Although a “gift of shameless Nature” (113) Sorrow is
unable to thrive and grow on his own.
Nature has a restorative effect when left on its own or in partnership with man
as it is at Talbothays, and in the natural environment of the dairy Tess, “transplanted
to a deeper soil” (152), falls in love with Angel Clare. Angel’s desire for Tess is born
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out of her communion with nature; however, despite his love for her, he still seeks
to alter her. “Clare’s intelligence [is] fresh from a contrasting society” (139) and he
seeks to imbue Tess with his manners and education. Tess recognizes that Angel
“did not milk cows because he was obliged to milk cows, but because he was
learning how to be a rich and prosperous dairyman” (147). Like the dairy, Tess
represents an opportunity for Angel to create an idyllic lifestyle that includes
“independence without the sacrifice of what he valued even more than a
competency – intellectual liberty” (138). In Tess and Angel’s relationship, Hardy
demonstrates that even good intentions can be injurious, for when Angel is
incapable of accepting Tess as she is, he discards her. It is not until Angel reaches
Brazil that he is able to understand much of the hardship Tess has had to endure,
and the value of life outside of intellectual learning. In his reflective questioning of
what makes mankind moral, Hardy marks Angel as “an appreciative voice” (135).
However, Angel’s enlightenment comes too late for Tess. Hardy illustrates man’s
destruction of nature through the physical and mental transformation of Tess during
her time at Groby’s farm; here, struggling to remain independent in the face of
Alec’s continued attempts to exert power over her, she is further exploited. Like the
“starve-acre” (334) landscape, Tess, daughter of nature, has been stripped of her
natural beauty by the unwanted attention of her “master,” Farmer Groby, and the
harsh working conditions at the farm. Both Tess and the landscape are described as
dull and Hardy uses corporeal imagery to describe the field further aligning Tess
with landscape: “the whole field was in colour a desolate drab; it was a
complexion without features, as if a face, from chin to brow, should be only an
expanse of skin” (334). Tess and the landscape are no longer described in rich
colour, but in dull monotones further signifying depletion: Tess’s serge is gray and
her skirt is “whitey-brown rough wrapper . . . every thread of that old attire has
become faded and thin” (329). While Hardy describes man as “a personality
afield” (104), separated from nature by machinery, he describes woman as “a
portion of the field” (104) to be used for man’s gain. The machinery at Groby’s takes
on life-like qualities issuing a “despotic demand upon the endurance of [the
worker’s] muscles and nerves” (380). While the machinery is elevated to human
status, the workers are reduced to mechanical parts for whom “there was no
respite; for, as the drum never stopped, the man who fed it could not stop, and
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[Tess], who had to supply the man with untied sheaves, could not stop
either” (382). However, unlike a machine, Tess is pushed to the point of mental and
physical exhaustion: “Mentally she remained in utter stagnation, a condition which
the mechanical occupation rather fostered than checked” (320). Tess has become
“scarcely percipient, almost inorganic” (329).
At the start of Tess’s story, when considering her looming destruction, Hardy’s
narrator asks “whether at the acme and summit of the human progress these
anachronisms will become corrected by a finer intuition, a closer interaction of the
social machinery than that which now jolts us round and along?” (46) In view of
the effects of the Industrial Revolution, the question asked is whether human
progress achieved by interference in natural processes will reap the desired effects,
and if so, at what cost? Tess’s murdering of Alec, Angel’s illness obtained during his
time in Brazil, and the execution of Tess seem to indicate that neither man nor
nature benefit from this exploitation; however, Hardy appears to remain optimistic;
his assertion that “women [and therefore Nature] do as a rule live through such
humiliations, and regain their spirits, and again look about them with an interested
eye” (125) points toward regeneration. Hardy also suggests that there is hope for
renewal when Angel, who has come to understand the virtue of man’s relationship
with nature, takes guardianship of Liza-Lu, “the spiritualized image of Tess” (462).
Tess of the D’Urbervilles is Thomas Hardy’s documentation of the transformation
that occurred in rural England during the Industrial Revolution. He draws Tess as
the personification of Nature and in turn likens her exploitation to man’s
destruction of nature. Hardy shows that in exploiting Nature, both man and
environment are destroyed. Hardy asks whether this is a cost we are willing to pay
and remains hopeful that man can achieve insight into his actions.
Work Cited
Hardy, Thomas. Tess of the D’Urbervilles. 1891. New York: Knopf, 2006. Print.

Kara Witow is a Grande Prairie Regional College student and mother of two young boys who constantly
challenge her to view the world from different perspectives. Her love of writing was nourished by her father,
who provided her with support, inspiration, and pages of red ink. She will never have another editor like
him.
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From the Ziggurats to the Ghars:
Travels in the Conflict Zones of Mesopotamia and Afghanistan,
2013
René R. Gadacz

Author's note: I feel privileged to have been able to visit both Iraq and
Afghanistan when I did, before these two countries, once again, descended into
unimaginable chaos, horrific sectarian violence, and misery. Perhaps the brief
period of relative stability between 2008 and 2013 was an exception, when things
looked promising. Canada even opened an embassy in Baghdad, housed with the
British Embassy, in 2012. Who could tell, though, that the Syrian conflict would
spill over into Iraq in 2014 in the form of ISIS (the Islamic State), an armed
organization deemed even too violent and radical by Al-Qaida? Dear reader, please
consider my brief descriptions a snapshot from a relatively happier time not so long
ago.

Editor's note: All photographs shown here were taken by the author. The
Waggle has elected to include the original date stamps, as they are part of the travel
experience, and because the recent history of this region has become a momentby-moment creation, in which time is an essential part of any image.
More photos are included in the web version of this article.
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Saddam's statue: gone!

Iraq – May/June
The history of Mesopotamia, ‘the land between the two rivers,’ the Tigris and
Euphrates, is a long one of conflict and bloodshed but is a place where amazing
civilizations emerged that made numerous contributions to the history of
humankind. It is the land where the ‘zero’ was introduced into mathematics and
where writing began. Iraq was also the home of the famous Hanging Gardens of
Babylon, the mythical Tower of Babel, and Qurnah is assumed to be the site of the
biblical Garden of Eden. Amazing mosques, palaces, and cities built by successive
Sumerian, Akkadian, Assyrian, Babylonian, Persian, Greek (the list goes on to the
Abbasid, the Mongol, and the Ottoman) kingdoms and empires dot the entire
country. The point of the trip, of course, was to visit and walk through these 3,000
year-old ancient cities and to literally let the sands of time wash over me.
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Hammurabi, Nebuchadnezzar, and Gilgamesh are names familiar to most students
of ancient civilizations, as are Old Testament figures like Abraham, Jonah, and Ezra.
Bordering modern-day Syria and Jordan, this land was their hangout!

Men enjoying a tea break
2013 was the tenth anniversary of the end of the American-led coalition’s war
that toppled Saddam Hussein, declared by President Bush Jr. as ‘mission
accomplished.’ But the conflict did not end as Bush declared. For several more
years attacks on coalition forces continued on a daily basis, sectarian strife between
the Shia and Sunni intensified, insurgents from various factions waged guerilla-style
war against the Iraqi government, army, and police, Kurds were ethnically cleansed
from Mosul, and Arabs were removed from Kirkuk. Suicide bombings were a daily
occurrence and kidnapping became the fastest growing industry. To this day as I
write there are websites that continue to track Iraq’s body count on a monthly basis.
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Apparently June/July 2013 showed the highest monthly count from suicide
bombings and assassinations than the last two years combined. Since the
Americans and British forces have left in 2003, Iraq has come to be ruled by
militias, mullahs, and tribal leaders – presided over by a weak central government
and prime minister. The existence of Iraq as a single state remains uncertain though
we can be hopeful.

Bridge over the Shatt Al-Arab
A curious activity, this travelling and tourism! More people especially
Westerners in the guise of the army, private security personnel (hired guns!),
NGO’s, and business people have visited Iraq since 2003 than ever before. The
country is rich in archaeology, history, and religion and is the cradle of
humankind’s birth, from nomadism to settlement. Still, in 2013, the security
situation makes general travel challenging and in some places impossible. Iraq is
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making great efforts to become a normal country again after so many years of
horror and dictatorship. This is a long process and I was often reminded the country
has been at war until just a few years ago. Tourism has recently been encouraged
via the international media by the Ministries of Tourism, The Interior, and
Archaeology and Culture. Iraqi Airlines is looking to reintroduce direct flights to
and from European capitals, and indeed commercial flights operating in and out of
Baghdad connect to several major middle-Eastern cities. That said, the security
measures in place at the Baghdad International Airport and one’s arrival/departure
is still a long and complicated process involving mandatory vehicle transfers at
multiple checkpoints, numerous physical luggage searches, and sniffer dogs – just
on the road to and from the main terminal. There are dozens of checkpoints on the
way into Baghdad and in the city itself.

A market in Baghdad. Street fashion, at least for men.
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A checkpoint in Baghdad. The author appears on the right.
There is a lot of building, reconstruction, and renovations of hotels, restaurants,
and tourist centers going on in the major cities of Baghdad, Erbil, Mosul, Hatra,
Samarra, Kerbala, Najaf, and Basra (all patrolled by both police and the national
army, again with numerous checkpoints – one’s passport and visa are never far from
reach). Famous archaeological sites of Babylon, Ur, Uruk, Nimrud, Ninevah, and
Assur have also come under the care of the Protection Police who provide security.
Security is ubiquitous, and one soon becomes used to the presence of AK-47’s,
police and soldiers in full battle dress, and real Hummvees equipped with large
calibre machine guns. On this trip our group was supplied with two armed specialforces guards (not in uniform) by the Ministry of Interior who stayed with us on
board our vehicles and in our hotels at all times. It was impossible to leave our
hotels and wander around without one of them coming with us. Most of the time
we also had police escorts along the highways that helped us through traffic jams
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and the long line-ups at checkpoints (on all major roadways). Patience was the
order of the day, and of course photography at checkpoints was forbidden. Rules
about photography extended to certain buildings, shrines (e.g. in Kerbala and
Najaf), sometimes mosques and their interiors, and always police, militia, army
posts, military defenses, and so forth. Despite these and other challenges, Iraq was
an amazing experience. The people were extremely friendly, and the food was
fantastic and plentiful (heaps of rice, piles of flat breads, generous chunks of
chicken and lamb tikka or kabobs, and all manner of vegetables). I hope our group
made a good impression on those we met. We were there as ‘travel ambassadors’
sincerely interested in the country, its people and culture, and not as invaders. Iraq
needs more of the former.

A Baghdad bazaar
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Above: Martyrs' Memorial, Baghdad. Below: The Minaret of Samarra.
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Ziggurat at Aqarqut

Ctesiphon
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Above: A lion at Babylon. Below: Also at Babylon, Saddam's palace.
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Above: At Uruk, words on words. Below: At Ur.
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The marshes north of Basra
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Afghanistan -- Ramadan and Eid, July/August

The arrivals level at Kabul Airport

In travelling throughout Iraq I felt as safe as anywhere, considering the
circumstances. In today’s world the sad reality is that you can be in the wrong place
at the wrong time, no matter what country. So I wasn’t especially worried about
signing up for a trip to Afghanistan. I couldn’t resist, my travel philosophy being that
(a) my life is really not worth any more than that of the locals when it comes right
down to it, and (b) it’s high time to help participate in ‘normalizing’ relations with
local populations who have endured so much over time by contributing to local
economies by using their facilities. With only one or two exceptions, people were
welcoming and gracious hosts when they realized we were musaafir (travellers) and
not something else. Without saying, it paid off to follow the customs of Islamic
culture in interpersonal relations and courtesy.
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Kabul carpet shops
Even today Afghanistan is still recovering from a series of wars and internal
conflicts that have lasted for almost thirty years (if the truth be told, almost a
thousand years!). Over the past decade the country has had a government
supported by the United Nations and some Western powers. The armed forces of
the United States are still hunting Al-Qaeda and Taliban supporters, especially in
the southern part of the country. Canadian troops are still there, along with the
British and others, conducting serious campaigns in Helmand Province against the
Taliban, though the Canadians are due to pull out this year (2014). The majority of
non-Afghans and Westerners are UN personnel, NGO’s, and various military. There
are very few tourists or travellers to be seen; my companions and I were likely the
only ones touring the country this summer (as Westerners) in Toyota micro buses
with luggage piled high on top (great targets for an RPG!). Travel is done with care
and with all the necessary security precautions. Some areas have not yet been de60
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mined, in driving through remote villages we tried to keep a low profile so as not to
draw the attention of local militias (often Taliban sympathizers), and we were
sensitive to recent suicide bombings in the major cities of Kabul and Herat. There
were several Taliban attacks in Kabul over the summer, though mostly against
military as opposed to civilian targets. Though the situation was more intimidating
than Iraq, we did not have any security with us at all.

The group prepares to leave Kabul
This trip was not steeped in the excavated ancient remains as the Iraq trip was,
but was more scenic and people-focussed with a slight emphasis on religious and
historical remains. The mountains (ghars) and deserts are magnificent, sprinkled
with ancient Buddhist Stupa, Islamic historical remains, and burned-out Russian
tanks (from another past war). Roads generally follow age-old caravan routes, and
are dry, dusty, very rough, strewn with boulders and mostly passable only in
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summer. We drove in convoy from Kabul, our starting point, to Herat to the west
close to the Iranian border, clear through the central portion of the country (known
as the Hazarajat, high and isolated in the Koh-e Baba mountains). The condition of
the road system, through a vast series of valleys and mountain passes some
between 8,000 (2,400 m) and 12,000 feet (4,000 m) altitude, left an indelible
impression on us. Once home I trashed my luggage and had my cameras
professional cleaned. I swear I can still taste the dust in my throat and will for some
time to come. Rural Afghanistan is ultra-conservative and almost medieval.

Kabul sheep market
Accommodations consisted of very basic hotels (except in Kabul and Herat,
where they were modest - one step up from basic) and the primitive communal
sharing of Chai Khanas (tea houses, or truck stops, formerly caravanserai) where we
slept fully clothed on carpets and did our biological duties outside, around the
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corner. Meals consisted of bread, mystery meats, rice and plenty of tea – but only
once a day after sunset as this was Ramadan. Unless you tucked something away,
you didn’t eat for another twenty-four hours. In the 40C+ heat (higher inside the
vehicles), no one had much appetite anyway but we were always thirsty. Quite the
contrast to Iraq, where I actually left food on my plate. It is noteworthy that this
particular trip through central Afghanistan was awarded a place in the National
Geographic’s list of 50 tours of a lifetime!

A luxurious chaikhana
Highlights of the journey – too many to do justice in this short account –
included, in Kabul, the Afghanistan National Museum, a visit to the Tomb of Babur,
the Christian Cemetery in Kabul where many British and Coalition troops are
buried, the Ghazi Football Stadium, site of many Taliban beheadings when they
were in power in the 1990s, and the many amazing bazaars. Great shopping for
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antiques, lapis lazuli, and carpets! After Kabul, we struck out deep into the isolated
and almost medieval regions of central Afghanistan via the Hindu Kush past
Bagram Airbase. The journey not that long ago was only possible by horse or camel
or on foot. Our destination was the Bamiyan Valley (mostly populated by the
Hazara, sadly brutalized by the Taliban when they ruled the country) and its great
Buddha statues, alas, no more (having been blown up by the Taliban much to the
protests of the world community), but even the niches that are left are evocative.
There is no doubt that this will become one of the world’s great tourist attractions at
some point. There is continuing talk of restoring the Great Buddhas. In recent years
French and Afghan archaeologists have been excavating the Stupa and temple
complex at the foot of the cliffs and further work is being done in the valley.

The Bamiyan valley
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The Buddhist Stupa
We then travelled to the Bandi-i-Amir lakes, Afghanistan’s first National Park.
The main lake, Bandi–i-Habat, seems to float within its own walls over which water
– lapis blue – continually seeps. This lake may be a volcanic plug and is very deep
and cold. Leaving, we entered regions populated by nomads characterised by their
low-lying black tents and flocks of sheep and camels, and headed to Chaghcheran,
a large provincial capital (with a mixed population of Hazaras, Pushtuns, and
Aimaq) almost at the geographic centre of Afghanistan. It was once a great bazaar
for meat, sheep, goats and camels but now it functions as a market for other
produce (like, poppies for the heroin trade). Then on to see the Minaret of Jam at
Firozkoh, a summer capital of the Ghorid Dynasty but destroyed by the Mongols in
1222. These last few years have seen an exploration of the Minaret and excavations
of the city that is nestled very deep within mountain folds by an archaeological
team from Cambridge University. Very difficult to access, Jam is now notorious for
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its bandits, thieves, and worse. Currently it is ruled by a local warlord and sensible
caution was our rule.

Above: A village along the way. Below: poppies for the herion trade.
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Our final destination was Herat, achieved by several more days of travel on
pseudo-roads, warlord country, and where the locals have no love for the Afghan
government (by 1999 the Taliban controlled about ninety-percent of the country; by
contrast, the Afghan government now controls less than thirty percent). Herat is
arguably the best scenic and historical city in Afghanistan, very Islamic and now
becoming rather Iranian. The Friday Mosque is wonderful, the Masalla complex
rather stupendous, and there are many tombs, mosques, and places of interest. The
Citadel is now open for visitors after seventy years of closure. The Aga Khan
Foundation is restoring some of the ancient gates and city walls but the old
buildings are being knocked down as Herat renovates. In no other city in
Afghanistan can you see such a profusion of blue burkas and chadores, women
dressed in hardly anything else. It was back to Kabul by Safi Airways (there are
several airlines), Afghanistan’s official international airline that only in recent
months includes Kandahar as a destination despite on-going military operations
there.

A street in Herat
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My travel companions and I were completely in awe with both Iraq and
Afghanistan. My dream of visiting all the ‘Silk Road’ countries is slowly being
fulfilled. Who knows what the future holds for these two in particular. Iraq
continues to descend into greater chaos, and once our troops and other military
leave Afghanistan this year, what will prevent the Taliban from returning with a
vengeance? I hope we were not the last Westerners to go there in peace. That we
were able to go at all, in this summer of 2013, was largely due to the ultimate
sacrifices paid by so many Canadian and coalition forces men and women over the
past ten years. We as travellers, and indeed our country, owe them big-time.

Boys at a mosque in Herat

Dr. René Gadacz teaches Sociology at Grande Prairie Regional College. He has travelled widely in the
Middle East as well as in Asia, and lists Uzbekistan, Iran, Lebanon, Russia, Siberia, Mongolia, China,
Vietnam, and North Korea (the DPRK) among his favourite holiday destinations.
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Call for Papers
We are presently seeking submissions of art, poetry, fiction, and creative nonfiction for our third issue! We will also consider reviews of non-mainstream books
and music. Frankly, if it’s well-written, we want to read it; if it’s visually intriguing,
we want to see it.
In the covering e-mail, please include the author or artist’s name, contact
information (address, phone number, e-mail address), and a brief (2-4 sentence)
bio. Simultaneous submissions are permitted, but please notify us if your work has
been accepted for publication elsewhere.
Deadline for submissions for the next issue is 31 January 2015. (Please feel free
to keep sending us wondrous creations beyond that date!)

Guidelines
Art
Visual submissions may be art or photography. Submit .jpg images with a
maximum size of 1.5 mb. Submit no more than 5 images at one time.
Unconventional artwork, cartoons/comics, and other oddities are welcomed.

Text
On the actual document, include the author’s name. Please, please ensure your
name is on your work.
1. Fiction (max 5000 words): stories should be well-crafted, carefully created,
and aware of the power of their language. Shorter works such as flash fiction and
postcard stories (under 500 words) are particularly encouraged. Works of any
genre are welcome. However, we are unable to publish fan fiction.
2. Poetry (submit no more than 5 poems/100 lines): both conventional and
unconventional/experimental poems are welcomed.
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3. Hybrid works (max 1500 words: open letters, short satirical pieces, and other
oddities. Short, clear, and (if possible) funny.
4. Creative non-fiction (max 5000 words): may include journalism, memoir,
personal accounts of events, travels, and personal essays. Submissions dealing with
the Peace Region are particularly encouraged.
5. Reviews (max 500 words) of non-mainstream literature, art, and music,
including online works are welcomed.
6. Scholarly essays accessible to a general audience are also welcomed. Ensure
that your essay provides a short introduction to the subject. Well-written, engaging
essays can offer readers points of access into new fields of knowledge.

Submit work by e-mail: thewaggleeditor@gmail.com

The Fine Print
The Waggle currently has no funding, and so cannot offer contributors payment.
We publish online and provide PDF copies of each “issue.”
Copyright of all works remains with the author/artist.
The Waggle is published by an independent editorial collective operating from
Grande Prairie Regional College. Neither the College, its sponsors, administration,
nor the editorial collective take any responsibility for the opinions or works
published herein. Opinions are those of the authors solely.
Works advocating racism, sexism, homophobia, transphobia, and other forms of
hate are unwelcome in all forums, including this one.
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